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Abstract:
The transportation domain has already moved towards intravehicle intelligent spaces. In this paper, we will use various wireless technologies for traffic safety. This safety will be provided by developing a model for intelligent transportation system applications using emerging wireless communication technology in emergency situations. The performance analysis of the proposed model will be carried out. The experimental results will be also demonstrated. In this paper, we also propose some improvements in infrastructure of highway for better traffic control and safety.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An intelligent car is an automobile with smart features, integrated circuits, artificial intelligence functionality and which is fully supported by wireless communication technologies. We can compare it with smart car [18]. Basic concepts of GPS is well known [6,13]. General packet radio service (GPRS) is a packet oriented mobile data service on the 2G and 3G cellular communication systems in global system for mobile communications (GSM). Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a technology that uses communication via radio waves to exchange data between a reader and an electronic tag attached to an object, for the purpose of identification and tracking. A face recognition system is a computer application for automatically identifying or verifying a person from digital image [3]. Fingerprint recognition refers to the automated method of verifying a match between two human fingerprints.
Previous studies in this area are summarized in section II-Literature review. In section III, working model of an intelligent car is presented, briefly summarizing the working of an intelligent car. Section IV will have the proposed view of the infrastructure of the highway of this car. Section V will have the performance analysis of the proposed model and experimental results. Finally conclusions are drawn in section VI with further research directions are identified.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There have been significant research work in this and related areas in past decade. Most of these works have led researchers to design or simulate the system as a next step. We have a automotive safety function called emergency lane assist[7], a strategy on vehicular velocity controlling to meet both the demands of collision avoidance and best following performance which aims to guarantee traffic safety and improve the transportation efficiency [2]. Hillenbrand et al [11] investigate the performance of a practical, uncooperative collision migration system, capable of handling cross traffic on variety of intersection like situations. To improve safety in an automobile transportation, Zocci et al[19] gives the idea which deals with the methodology of using biorobotics principles for creating a new intelligent system. Brannstrom et al[5] presents a situation assessment algorithm that estimates driver distraction by continuously assessing the steering action by driver. Different types and levels of collision avoidance systems have been proposed [5, 16, 1]. We have studied the description about the application of GPS card meant for navigational system by infrared control of the cars in foggy condition to avoid accident along with micro central system [6]. There is also a case study [4] which addresses the characteristics of the road accident patterns including drowsy/sleepy drivers. This study proposes architecture for integrating intelligent control systems into vehicles, with special consideration to include the human driver in the control loop. We have also studied driver assistance system [14] and sound source guidance system [17]. The various scientist and researchers have worked on driving simulations, forward collision detection, intelligent traffic light, characterization of the expert drivers, movement detection techniques, wireless tire pressure monitoring system, stolen vehicle tracking system, automatic route guidance system, vehicle to vehicle communication, vehicle to roadside communication, electronic toll collection system, weather alert, danger alert etc. Researchers have also developed traffic flow forecasting algorithm and agent based control for network traffic system. Recently, a vehicle communication system used Bluetooth enabled cameras to collect and disseminate road congestion and accident information. The transportation domain has already moved towards intravehicle intelligent spaces. Now a day’s people are getting more and more conscious and secure since wireless communication technologies are being combined with the ability to monitor a vehicle performance [12].

Here, we will use various wireless technologies for traffic safety. In this paper we are giving a working model of an intelligent car which is using given infrastructure, wireless communication technologies, existing technologies for road and car safety. The car which will run with this model will be called secured intelligent electronic car.
III. The Proposed Model with Working of an Intelligent Electronic Car

The internal system of the electronic car is made up of intelligent data collection system (car electronic data (like engine oil, brake oil, fuel level, tire pressure etc.), GPRS etc), car information (like registration number, engine number etc.) and multiple recognition (like fingerprints and face recognition to find out whether driver is authentic). The collected car information is verified through data server. If it is found ok then car will be ready to move otherwise it will display a proper message. This message will be displayed on the information screen available in front of the driver seat. This car will have sensors on front side and back side and there will be an antenna on the top of the car. In this way car will get external information in wireless manner. This electronic car will automatically store its internal and external information in every 5 seconds to get updated. In case of emergency, it may activate systems like automatic cruise control, speed controller, air bag, emergency call, wireless information to nearby stations etc according to the need. Since different factors contribute to vehicle crashes, such as vehicle mechanical problems and bad weather, driver’s behavior is considered to be the leading cause of more than 90% of all accidents. The proposed model will not only give more time to driver to react in emergency situation but it will also support him. This is possible because proposed electronic system will recognize emergency condition much before, if it will occur. In case of emergency, information will be stored in the data server (in every second) so that later we can analyze it.
Fig. 1: Working of an Intelligent Car
In this way, electronic car will able to prevent
1. Theft,
2. Accidents due to poor mechanical status and maintenance of the car,
3. Accidents due to the poor weather,
4. Accidents due to high speed road,
5. Accidents due to drowsiness and sleepiness or any such type of driver’s condition,
6. Driver’s mistake,
7. Loneliness of the driver,
8. Problems occur during late night hours.

IV. PROPOSED VIEW OF HIGHWAY FOR ELECTRONIC CAR

A view of highway system for electronic car is given in figure 3. In addition to existing infrastructure, it has the following:

1. Traffic information board (it will be led display board) on both side of the road, so that only incoming and outgoing vehicles can see information without any confusion.
2. Traffic lights in between the crossings, it will be also on the both side of the road for incoming and outgoing traffic. Colors will be green, red and yellow. We all ready know about Green and red, Yellow means go cautiously and slowly till you get green light ahead. Blinking yellow means traffic jam ahead, blinking red means major accident ahead and total traffic jam etc.
3. For getting full wireless signal on the road, infrastructure requires devoted satellite service, traffic service station, tower etc.
Fig. 3: Proposed view of highway system
V. THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We have used the following routing algorithm for experiments:

```
//Routing algorithm
STEP 1: START
STEP 2: If found problem then wait and goto start
STEP 3: Else move
//traffic service station(TSS) will detect you and send available routing information
STEP 4: Accept routing information
STEP 5: Find the shortest path and move in selected route OR move in the available route
STEP 6: If TSS is sending any message about Jam/Accident or any such type of problem with alternate routing information then read traffic information board
STEP 7: If problem is found, then choose among available route and proceed else ignore the message
STEP 8: else move on
STEP 9: STOP
```

We consider an example of highway, we denote crossings with Ni, where i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 and road with Ri, where i=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12. Suppose, we start from R2 and we have to go to R8. Then following routing information will be available:

i. R2->R1->R3->R5->R7->R8
ii. R2->R1->R16->R17->R18->R15->R7->R8
iii. R2->R1->R16->R17->R13->R5->R7->R8
iv. R2->R1->R3->R13->R18->R15->R7->R8

We can choose any route and proceed with the help to above algorithm on the proposed infrastructure. Of course waiting will be here if N7 or N8 fails. Solution is obvious.

Fig. 4: An example of highway
This is just an instant of highway. It runs for any instant. After the successful running of programs and success of experiments, we can say that above will create a magic on the road.

We also found that above model will not work properly in the following conditions:

1. If we ignore the TSS message in dangerous zone or in serious condition.
2. Complete shutdown of TSS.

We are not considering other’s instantaneous fault as a problem because we suppose that every vehicle is an intelligent electronic vehicle.

This car will keep an up to second record of our driving from the instant we start it up, and be able to transmit data in addition to saving it to data server-including where we went, the route we look and how fast we drove-over wireless network.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The proposed level of incorporating systems into electronic car shows that this intelligent car will be a fully autonomous with driver warning system. In the future, real time experiments of the proposed car with proposed infrastructure with wireless technologies will happen. Then we can go for its commercial use.
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